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450mm Road & Line Marking Cones
We offer two different road marking cones - both are a slim profile cone and they may be used to delineate and protect
wet road markings but will not be compliant for any other use on the roads under CoPTTM.
- Dimpled feet to assist release
- Class 400 retro reflective grade cone collars
- Feet design to allow water to flow easily under the cone

Cone collars meet:
AS/NZS 1906.1 Class 400 retro reflective
material requirements

Slim Composite Cone

One Piece PVC Cone

Virgin PVC Upper with an injected
Molded PVC flexible recycled base.

One Piece PVC Cone with Class 1 Retro
reflective grade Cone Collar.

Dimpled Feet

Dimpled Feet

Other 450mm Cones
No Stopping Cones

Plain PVC Cone

Generally used on local council roads to warn drivers
that the area marked by these is a no parking or no
stopping zone for a short period of time, whilst other
work is being carried out.

It has all the same features as our 450mm roadmarking
cone above with the only difference being it has is no
retro reflective cone collar.

Features:
- Slim Composite Profile
- Virgin PVC upper with an injected
molded PVC flexible recycled base
- Dimpled feet to assist release
- Feet design to allow water to flow
easily under the cone
- Recyclable material

Ideal for non-highway i.e. private
situations like car parks, schools, sports
grounds, conferences, pedestrian
walkways*.

No Parking Cone also available

* CoPTTM requirements do not apply in
these situations so smaller cones may be
used.

Fluorescent Orange Miniature 90mm Cones
Used for photographic evidence or forensic markers.
Please note, minimum order quantities apply on this
product.

web: rtl.co.nz

phone: 0800 785 744

Other colours available on request:
• Green
• White
• Yellow

email: sales@rtl.co.nz

